Bartlett Uncommitted

Senate Approves Hunting Fee Hike

A bill increasing hunting and fishing license fees was passed Thursday by the Senate. The bill, which would increase the annual license fee for non-residents from $15 to $25, was supported by Democrats and opposed by Republicans. The bill now goes to the House for consideration.

Have Friend In Vietnam? Keep Map

If you have a friend in Vietnam, keep the map showing the location of your friend. The map can be useful in case you need to locate your friend or in case your friend is captured and needs your assistance.

Scandal Looms In Labor Agency

Announcement Due Today

In a major development, the Oklahoma Journal has learned that the Oklahoma Labor Department is under investigation. The investigation is reportedly related to the agency's handling of unemployment claims and possible fraud.

The Inside News

Twentys-somethings President Bush, after a month of relative quiet, has begun stepping up his public appearances. The president plans to deliver a major speech on the economy later this week.

Mobil Cuts Price Hike

The House of Representatives has revised its proposed bill to provide tax relief for high-income earners. The new bill would provide a tax credit for individuals earning more than $200,000 per year.

House Debates Prison Bill

Penal Reform Action Opens

The House of Representatives has revised its prison reform bill. The new bill would provide for the early release of non-violent offenders after serving a minimum sentence of five years.

All elections are now set national in their own sending elections.

Penal Reform Action Opens

The House of Representatives has revised its prison reform bill. The new bill would provide for the early release of non-violent offenders after serving a minimum sentence of five years.

House Debates Prison Bill

The House of Representatives has revised its prison reform bill. The new bill would provide for the early release of non-violent offenders after serving a minimum sentence of five years.
Sleuth Finds Color Galore

Undercover Story...

By ELIZABETH PETER

The story and picture give these party-goers not only the right dress but also the right attitude for an evening of fun at the annual Undercover story celebration, a party given in honor of the good times ahead, a party given to show off the new styles of the season.

The hostesses of the Undercover story celebration were the Mrs. Smiths, Mrs. Jones, Mrs. Brown, and Mrs. White, all members of the Undercover story committee.

Spring Shirtck Sleuthing...

They'll Change Their Names...

Couples Planning Nuptials

In The Swim

Ask Dr. Brother...

Job Jangles On Nerves...Now What?

Artistic 'Knit Wits' Work For Pleasure

Polly's Pointers...

Program Planners

For Those Who Love To Knit....

Artistic 'Knit Wits' Work For Pleasure

Polly's Pointers...
He Braves Gas Flames For Science

Technical Shortage Faces America: South Carolina Formulates Solution

Appeals Court Rules Against Blackstock

OBU THWARTS EAGLE BID

I-State’s Smith Prefers To Win

Tony’s Back At The Tee

Cudjoe Sleeps Well

Bison Rally, Claim 76-64 Playoff Win

Nick Seitz

Braves, Blazers Face Off

Magnavox

Once-A-Year Factory Authorized Annual Sale

SAVE UP TO $100 DURING OUR

PHIPPS APPLIANCE CENTER
Prejudice Overshadowed His Talent

Million Smells Upset In Air

New York Two 89er Pitchers Sign
Outlasts Warriors

Smith

Hayes Sparks Banks Appointed
Houston Win

Cub Player-Coach

NBA Players Threaten Revolt

Providence Scrambles To Narrow 68-67 Win

Discount Trophy's

Advance Calendar

Oaklawn Results

Market Summaries

Standard & Poor's Index

Closing Prices—New York Stock Exchange

Closing Averages

New York

Treasury Statement

U.S. per gallon

New York

Stock Sales

15 Most Active Stocks (NT)

New York

Stock Sales

66% Discount

66% Discount

Jack Cochran's Auto Clinic

Auto Repair Specials

SAFETY A FILM
Classified Advertising
CALL OR 2-3322 TODAY!
SAVE OVER $100 ON YOUR CHOICE OF FRENCH PROVINCIAL SOFA AND LOVE SEAT OR SOFA AND 2 CHAIRS AT EVANS TODAY!

To help make the offers on our huge expansion event this past fall, Montclair has given us a special purchase on this French provincial group. Result is that you can buy a French provincial sofa and receive either 2 matching chairs or a matching love seat for less than you would expect to pay for just the sofa alone. We are sure that you will find it one of the most outstanding buys you will ever find, but hurry as supply is limited to this special purchase and the offer must be withdrawn when present stock is gone.

DOZENS OF EXCITING FEATURES THAT MAKE EITHER OFFER WORTH OVER $250.

1. Solid oak legs and arms, polish on choice damask fabric: our green or cream gold hand tufted backs, upholstered in a way that is reminiscent of the way of the 18th century; all hand crafted frames with double dowel construction. You just can't beat these features for under $250.

YOUR CHOICE

SOFA AND LOVE SEAT $189.99

OR SOFA AND 2 CHAIRS $189.99

SHOWROOM EXPANSION EVENT

EVANS OFFER 3 FAMOUS BRAND NAMES

BEDROOM SUITES AT SPECIAL MANUFACTURERS WAREHOUSE CLEARANCE PRICES THAT SAVE YOU 40 TO 50% OFF!

One of America's oldest and largest importers of fine bedroom and living room furniture offers a four extra warehouse stock of these items at a single moment. These items have never been advertised and can only be purchased at this special clearance price. This is your last chance to get these items at these prices. Stop in and see the latest offerings in fine bedroom and living room furniture at a price never found on these quality suites. Many of the items have taken and more weeks to check into these amazing prices. Come early for best selection.

EVANS HOME FURNISHINGS

OPEN TODAY 9 till 9
OPEN SUN 12 till 9
Easter-fresh and just for you

JUNIORS, MISSSES, ½ SIZES, COME TO WARDS AND SAVE! EVERY 10.99 DRESS ON SALE

United Time Sold

$9

JUST "CHARGE IT" AT WARDS


Buy 2 bras, you save 2!

CAROL BRIGHT "LIVE-IN-BASE" GIVES COMFORTABLE SUPPORT

2 FOR $7

Regularly 4.99 Each

...Another Carol bright® plus-value, extra-freshness guaranty. Get freedom of movement and a firm, pointelle-spill-off cut of savings. Sizes: B-20 to D-32. Acrylic. Regularly $2.99 each. 52 cents. D. 75.44. . . . . . 3 for $8

MONEY SAVER SPECIALS

Save on playwear in sturdy cotton

YOUR CHOICE 88¢

CHARGE IT AT WARDS

Strong, colorful ... ready to take off the action your will over come gay! Color: brand new styles, boys' boxer under. Sizes 2 to 65 in bright or basic spring colors. Fleece, 60% wool, 40% acrylic. Sizes 5-24 months. Acrylic. See page 9.

Save 1/3 now! Boys' reversible jackets LIKE HAVING TWO JACKETS!

333

REGULARLY 4.99

The one money-saving Ward price buys you the versatility of two lightweight spring jackets! Save over 1/3 on boys' or girls' reversible jackets. Sizes 2 to 65 months. Acrylic. See page 9.

Boys' new spring shirts at savings!

BRIGHT PLAIDS, CHECKS

88¢

Reg. $1.99

Top styles ... same price! Your boys' favorite button-down color styles in fine narrow stripes. Choose from current selection of checks and plaids in spring colors. Sizes 3 to 65, machine-wash.

Permanent crease! Never needs ironing SAVE 23%! BOYS' WESTERN PANTS

2.88

REGULARLY 2.98

Take your favorite low-maintenance ... add it to your sharp, cool look that's permanent. . . . Do it up in handsome, the answer to your pare.

(You've got the greatest new style going! Boys' western styles in top colors, 6 to 15.)
**MONEY SAVER SPECIALS**

**Super buys!**
**Men’s Brent dress shirts**

Hi-count combed cottons give you extra comfort
3 $ 5

JUST SAY "CHARGE IT"

- Center-cut for a slim look
- Shoulderless for a feeling fit
- Regular cotton—permanent stays

Harry is not one to tell you that's fantastic boys. High-quality combed cotton broadcloth gives you a silky-smooth feel and soft luster. That's the same to him. Regular cotton is offered in longer, narrowed stretch to give you an almost "instant-crease" look. Mostly heathered short sleeves. Wide only. 145/-17.

**Never needs ironing!**

**Save 25% on men's socks**

29c

PERFECT FOR DRESS AND LEISURE WEAR

2 PAIR 88c

Regularly 29c EACH

Cotton-cotton gives you more warmth and color...means more comfort for you.

Your biggest chance to stock up for the entire year. Get these Brent® patterned and woven, at Ward's terrific sale price. Lt-ly patterned step bright, and break-backs, and all cotton-polyester, dark and light colors. Size 10-15.

---

**4 DAYS ONLY**

**Save! Style House**

**bath towels and mats are soft and colorful!**

THICK COTTON TERRY TOWELS

2 FOR 99c

Bath Towel, Regularly 59c Each

25% OFF NOW! COTTON MATS

2 FOR 24c

21 x 26" Oblong, Regularly 39c

"CHARGE IT" AT WARDS

Because you recognize value, you'll stock up now on Ward's deep, sturdy cotton Terry Towel! There's a wide range of washing deep tones to choose from, as well as white and a cheerful multicolor to mix with colors for an elegant decorator look. Harry! Reg. 39c bath towel 2 for 99c - Reg. 99c washcloth 2 for 72c.

Comfort and luxury for your bathroom, at a big Ward saving! Soft, lofty, deep cotton pile comes in lovely deep-tone colors to complement any bathroom decor. Skid-resistant latex backing won't peel. They're completely machine washable.

Reg. 24c bath mat.... 1.99 Reg. 39c shag cover... 1.99...
12% to 30% off!
Clima-trol self-lined draperies to fit any window!

NEVER NEED IRONING—NO, NOT EVEN TOUCH-UP!
Beautiful, jacquard-woven, polyblend-lined draperies in colors to capture your fancy! You'll never need to iron them—just machine wash, tumble dry. They're ready to hang with a pull-up, pressed back! Available in rayon and cotton fabrics & self-lined with Clima-trol acrylic to help keep your room warmer in winter, cooler in summer. (Drapes available in most stores.)

Roads: 106" pr. ea. 36.00. 506" pr. ea. 108.00. 1006" pr. ea. 158.00
1286" pr. ea. 3.40. 1386" pr. ea. 3.50. 1586" pr. ea. 3.60. 1036" pr. ea. 3.70. 1356" pr. ea. 3.80. 1576" pr. ea. 3.90.

FOR EXTRA BEAUTY—DRAPERIES CUSTOM-MADE TO YOUR EXACT WINDOW SIZE! Enjoy the custom-fitted look... a drapery window dressed handsomely with draperies made-to-measure for just a few dollars more. Special savings during this sale!

MEASURING IS EASY:
1. Mark and note exact window
2. Add 12 to length
3. Add 6 to sides

544
30 x 63" ready-made pair, reg. 7.95

Match-mates
SAVE ON ROOM OF VINYL ASBESTOS TILE PLUS EARLY AMERICAN RUG!

Get 4 cartons of 12 x 12" tiles for 12 x 15-ft. room PLUS 100 x 90" rug for 9 x 12" area. 30% off standard and tiling in style today! The tile floor is covered with rich woodgrain embossed tile in rugged, easy-to-clean vinyl. Shown on complete flooring.

SAVE WHEN YOU BUY EITHER RUG OR TILE SEPARATELY!

Burlington pattern rug reverse for twice the wear with half the work! Cushioned nylon & tightly woven over fine, strong, 5 colors. Reg. 27.99 to 32.99


Match-mates

9 x 12-ft. nylon tweed rug
55 off looks so rich—yet costs so little

34.99
39.99

Save Style House
6-ft. inlaid vinyl

Chip & 6 soft color bands are suspended in clear vinyl to give it a decorator look. Heavy, thick felt back provided with tough adhesive.

29.99
39.99
Save 2.61 per gal. now on Dripless Latex paint!
APPLIES LIKE MAGIC—NO SPATTER, Drip or Mess!

Save 2.61 per gal. on Dripless Latex paint!

Signature 24-inch vanity with bowl, rim and faucet
WARDS LOW PRICE
$45

Our fire extinguisher fights any type blaze

Fluorescent lighting at unheard of savings!
UTILITY FLUORESCENT LIGHT
$7.99
40-watt fixture has incandescent bulb on each end for maximum non-fluctuating output.

$9.99 EACH

4 DAYS ONLY
Get up to 50% more welding time with Wards Powr-Kraft 180-amp arc welder
PLUS A BIG, BIG SAVINGS OF 9.95!

$110
REG. $120

NO MONEY DOWN
• Continuous control selection from 30-180 amperes
• Positive silent slide bar moves to desired amperage
• Meets or exceeds both A.N.T.S. and H.D.T.M. specifications UL listed

Once you see the new colors, you'll know about its terrific power and operating ease! Perfect for big jobs or the handyman or small jobs for the home owner with the same professional results.

ALL THESE ACCESSORIES INCLUDED

SAVE 81!
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GIGANTIC MOWER SALE

BUY NOW, SAVE NOW!
NO MONEY DOWN, NO PAYMENTS TIlL JUNE

Here's your chance to enjoy fabulous pre-season savings on Garden Mark mowers. There's a model perfect for quality features that suits your every need and fits your budget. This year now and earn tomorrow, only a small deposit will hold your mower through all June.

5 REASONS WHY GARDEN MARK IS YOUR BEST BUY...
- Powerful engine built by Briggs & Stratton
- Sturdy craftsmanship and quality materials
- Dependable, low-maintenance design
- Definitive, low-maintenance design
- Easy-to-use, dependable features

SAVE '15 Deluxe 20" with rotary vacuum action

54.88 REGULARLY 69.95

- Powerful, dependable 5-HP Powr-Knob engine
- Easy-spin, easy-starting—start and stop
- Cutting heights adjust easily to seasonal needs

Purchase Words to popular mowers now at pre-season savings and defer your lawn problems this season. Rotary blades and outer disc design create "narrowed" line instead of the slice which always grows up in our row's. Then, it's out weekly and it instantly cuts to perfection height. Vertical dial control eliminates wide-range barbells — just set it and forget it.

TIRE SALE

BUY NOW AND SAVE ON THE RIVERSIDE® TIRE BUILT TO OUTLAST, OUTPERFORM NEW-CAR TIRES

Riverside®

$11

LIFETIME QUALITY AND ROAD HAZARD GUARANTEE

No limit on miles • No limit on rides
Full 4-ply nylon and hard-walled tires, impact and weather damage and best mileage after more 2-ply nylon tires. 40%, more protection and less compared than lower priced tires, gives extra mileage. Guaranteed 30 months against tread wearout —

NO MONEY DOWN...FAST FREE MOUNTING!

Riverside® AIR CUSHION
4-ply nylon cord tire

$9

Riverside® X-L-T our finest tubeless retread!

2 FOR 24.90

ANY SIZE BARGAIN AT WARD'S EVERYDAY LOW PRICE

4-PLY 11" $8.95 7-PLY 11" $9.95

Incl. Inj. to jet at our standards. Newer tread widths and depths modern radial tread edges. 24 months tread wear guar.

Plays well with others, different style and color in last. Modestness all around.
MONEY SAVER SPECIALS

“If your car is 2 years old, you probably need new shocks!”

SAVE NOW—OUR BEST RIVERSIDE® SUPREME SHOCKS

10 44 PAIR
REGULARLY 12.44
Free 20-day trial—If Supreme aren’t the best shocks you’ve ever owned, Words will re-boost your old shocks at no charge!

SAVE 15% EACH ON 1-INCH SHOCKS

2.99 EACH IN PAIRS
REGULARLY 4.29
Based on Admiral shock rods equal original equipment specifications. Stop now!

Wards has 670 engine models ready for immediate delivery

Step to another level of driving comfort—replace it with a Words Riverside® 100% monoshock engine and return your car’s performance. Each engine is engineered and powered by Words own quality control inspection. Trade up to Riverside® quality!

“Wards Expert—Installation Available”

NOW! Save 91c on Riverside® seat belts

Build it up for safety—available in black, 4000: 55. Fast tyle metal bridge in wide choice of color...REG. 109.99...NOW...8.99

Wards has 670 engine models ready for immediate delivery

“Wards Expert—Installation Available”

SAVE 519.00 15-SHOT .22 AUTOMATIC RIFLE

39.99
REG. 49.99
Get top accuracy shot after shot—on foot or in car, it's sure to impress the Target. All parts of matched metal with blank sight. With our own plastic and wooden stock with slotted grip.

'S80 off! Drive off with this camp trailer today

SLEEPS 4 FOR WEEKEND OR SUMMER-LONG CAMPING

SAVE $12 ON 10-FOOT JON BOAT

NOW ONLY $77 REG. $89

THE LIGHTWEIGHT, EXTRA WIDE, EXTRA DEEP BOAT

Perfect for the better or freshwater. Made of sturdy .020 gauge aluminum and a minimum of exterior aluminum. Extra deep aluminum floor with extra strength. Bottom 2-bay, 1535-inch deep. Enough room to store your gear and keep it dry. Built to last for years. With full gear, aluminum floor and prop shafts... $294
MONEY SAVER SPECIALS

$45 SAVINGS
Wards finest 2-speed, 12-cycle washer
REG. $259
NOW $214

NO MONEY DOWN
12 programmed cycles include dual water wash for highly soiled items
Water-saver measures just the right amount of water needed for any load; saves water, too
Special 2-speed cycle for gentle, thorough cleaning
Washes as many loads as 16 lbs.; reconditioning the Fiber, October only

NO-IRON "COOL DOWN" CYCLE
Special washer and dryer cycle helps prevent wrinkling in permanent press fabrics

BUY THE PAIR... SAVE $105
Washer and dryer combination, regularly $458...
NOW ONLY $353

50 OFF COMPANION, 14-1/2-CAPACITY DRYER
REG. $199
ELECTRIC MODEL
6 ways to dry any load or col of clothes with or without extra action
Automatic and time dry controls
Chrome trim for modern look
Bulb-in-spacer drying rack box
Can model, $20 more

SIGNATURE 2-SPEED AUTOMATIC
Big, 16-lb. capacity for big load wash
Three cycles plus special "cool down" cycle
$169
now only $139

SIGNATURE 3-CYCLE AUTOMATIC
Safety lid stays shut automatically
Convenient touch-knob controls
$139
now only $119

BIG $80 SAVINGS!
Solid state AM/FM stereo
FULL RANGE SOUND FROM TWO TWEETERS, TWO TREBLE HORNs, TWO TWEETERS!
REG. $399
now only $289

Instant viewing on 265 sq. in. color TV
- Flat-panel flat-screen
- No waiting for warmup
- Built-in Automatic tuner
- 250000 volt of power
- 3 3 stages local range
- 20" screen diagonal $299

Airline portable TV
- Clear, steady reception
- Big picture-motion system
- Flat-panel remote switch
- 35" screen diagonal $299

Giant 282 sq. in. TV
- Keyed lock
- Pull-out remote control
- Local zone-time switch
- Giant rectangular screen
- Giant remote control $119
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SAVE $20 on deluxe mattress

CHOOSE 612 RESILIENT COILS
OR DEEP 7-INCH WARD-FOAM®

TWIN OR FULL SIZE 4988
REGULARLY 69.95
NO MONEY DOWN

Lustrous rayon damask cover quilted to a layer of Ward-Foam® for softness...then lifeline-flanged to stay wrinkle-free.

612-FOIL INNERSPRING has 6 side guards to prevent edge sag.

7" WARD-FOAM® is a buoyant cushion of millions of tiny air cells.

Reg. 69.95 box spring...49.88

QUEEN-SIZE SET, 60x80 mattresses, box springs. Reg. 179.95 749

KING-SIZE SET, 76x80 mattresses, box springs. Reg. 249.95 1799

$10 off!
4½ inch foam® or 405-coil mattress

REGULARLY 49.95
NOW 39.88

Floral sateen cover is lifeline-flanged!
INNERSPRING has four side guards.
FOAM® is lightweight and odor-free.
Reg. 49.95 box spring, now...39.88

$30 OFF! 4-DRAWER CHEST, BED, DRESSER WITH MIRROR

17988
Reg. 209.95

NOW SAVE $20 ON OUR BOOKCASE BUNK BED!

Great for children's rooms! Hardwood bunk can also be used as twin beds. With guard rail/ladder.

4988
Reg. 69.95